Complex fluids based on methacrylated hyaluronic acid.
We present the preparation and characterization of viscoelastic formulations of hyaluronic acid functionalized with polymerizable methacrylate groups. We explored three different processing strategies for controlling microstructure and interchain interactions: lightly cross-linked near-gels, emulsion-cross-linked microspheres, and an elastic microgel formed through centrifuging the microspheres. The component structure and rheological properties of these formulations were compared to those of high molecular weight hyaluronic acid solutions, which displayed classical behavior of high molecular weight polymer solutions reported by other investigators. We demonstrate that these processing strategies allow the tuning of solution properties from strongly viscoelastic behavior, observed in lightly cross-linked near-gels and concentrated microsphere solutions to elastic behavior in elastic microgels, behaving like pseudoplastic liquids having a well-defined yield stress above which viscous behavior was observed. In the centrifuged microspheres, the hyaluronic acid degree of methacrylation was inversely proportional to the gel elasticity, and a mechanism based on failure due to microsphere brittleness is proposed to explain this behavior. These results suggest that processing methacrylated hyaluronic acid can lead to a diversity of solution properties, providing methods for delivering this biologically active polymer in a broad range of applications.